We are in the process of improving how eRA systems validate applications against agency business rules. During this transition, agency validations can be found in multiple documents. We will consolidate all agency business rules into a single resource as soon as possible. In the meantime:

- **Business rule validations for: all multi-project activity codes (e.g., P01, P20), R01, R03, R21 and Career Development (Ks), Training (Ts & Ds), DP7, K12, R13, R15, R18, R21/R33, R24, R25, R33, R34, R35, R36, R61/R33, RF1, RM1, SI2/R00, U13, U18, U24, U2R, U34, UA5, UF1, UG3/UH3, UH1, UH2, UH2/UH3, UH3, UH4, and UM1.**

- **Business rule validations for: all other activity codes.**